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High-resolution x-ray diffraction from multilayered self-assembled Ge dots
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~Received 11 November 1996; revised manuscript received 5 February 1997!

We have studied multilayers of self-assembled Ge-rich dots embedded in silicon grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy using high resolution x-ray reciprocal space mapping and reflectivity. The Si spacer thicknesses
between the dot arrays were in the range of 10–40 nm, the typical dot size was about 150 nm for the diameter
and 7 nm for the height. The measured reciprocal space maps were simulated using statistical kinematical
x-ray-diffraction theory, and a good agreement between experimental and simulated data has been achieved.
From the measurements, the in-plane strain in the dot lattice was determined. We derived the degree of the
vertical correlation of the dot positions~‘‘stacking’’ ! and a lateral ordering of the dots in a square array with
main axes parallel to thê 100& directions, with an array lattice constant of about 500 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon-based heterostructures like Si/SiGe have attra
a great deal of attention in the last decade, since they o
the possibility of confining either electrons or holes in a m
terial system which is highly compatible with Si technology1

The properties of two-dimensional electron and hole gase
Si/SiGe have been studied thoroughly, and are used in s
conductor devices.2,3 Recently, using lateral patterning tec
niques, Si-based structures were also realized in which
carriers are confined in two~quantum wires! ~Refs. 4 and 5!
or in three dimensions~quantum dots!, with the motivation
of achieving superior electronic and optoelectronic prop
ties.

A large lattice mismatch offers an interesting approach
the fabrication of quantum dots, taking advantage of s
assembling mechanisms.6–9 Under suitable growth condi
tions, elastically strained Ge layers do not relax plastica
via the introduction of misfit dislocations, but an elastic r
laxation takes place via the formation of strained Ge islan
Islands~dots! occur when the thickness of the epilayers e
ceeds a critical value and the growth mode changes f
two-dimensional strained-layer growth~Frank–van der
Merwe growth! to a three-dimensional one~Stranski-
Krastanow growth!.10 In the Si-Ge system, the transition o
this crossover in the growth mode has been studied u
photoluminescence and transmission electron microsc
~TEM!,8,11–13 atomic force microscopy~AFM!,13 and scan-
ning tunneling microscopy.14 In contrast to reactive ion
etched lateral structures, these self-organized nanostruc
do not exhibit surface damage.

The introduction of nanometer-scale regions with diffe
550163-1829/97/55~23!/15652~12!/$10.00
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ent and appropriate chemical composition, i.e., Ge quan
dots in a Si matrix, provides high confinement energies up
several 100 meV, particularly for holes, and thus the pr
pect of room-temperature performance of devices l
resonant-tunneling diodes.15 In the III-V material system, ex-
tremely low threshold lasers have been realized by the a
nating growth of GaAs and strained InAs, which yields la
ers of InAs dots embedded in GaAs.16,17

In order to achieve a high spatial density of dots, which
a requirement for any technological application, dot mu
layers were grown. In such a multilayer, the layers conta
ing Ge islands are overgrown with a Si spacer layer, and
sequence is repeated several times. As shown by Tersoff
co-workers,9 such multilayers exhibit interesting propertie
such as enhanced vertical and horizontal spatial correla
of the dot positions, and furthermore an improved size
mogeneity as required for electronic devices. These fav
able phenomena are driven by the strain fields associ
with the buried islands.

Since the self-assemblance is mismatch driven, the st
tures are often very close to or even beyond the tw
dimensional critical thickness, and the probability of t
nucleation of dislocations in multilayers is considerab
Therefore, a structural characterization by a nondestruc
technique like x-ray diffraction is desirable. Moreover, x-r
diffraction yields information on the strain status of dots a
their vertical and horizontal correlations. Whereas react
ion-etched lateral structures have been investigated t
oughly with respect to their structural properties,18,19 similar
information on self-assembled dot structures is rat
sparse20 and no quantitative information was given. Prev
ously, grazing-incidence diffraction and reflectivity expe
15 652 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Structural parameters of the samples.

Sample A B C D Source

Spacer thicknessD ~Å! 100 200 300 400 nominal values
Dot distanceL ~Å! 60006800 50006500 diffraction
Distance dispersions l ~Å! 20006700 15006600 diffraction
Vert. correl. lengthjcorr ~Å! 5006200* 10006200* .30003 .40003 * reflectivity, 3diffraction
In-plane strain«xx (1.460.1)31023 (1.560.5)31023 diffraction
Elastic strengthP (0.560.5)31023 (0.560.5)31023 (1.560.5)31023 (0.560.5)31023 diffraction
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ments on uncovered single-dot layers of Ge grown on~001!-
oriented Si were reported by Williamset al.,21 with the
intention of determining the critical thickness for cohere
Ge islanding. Steinfortet al.22 studied the elastic relaxatio
in a single layer of Ge hut clusters using grazing inciden
for the determination of the gradient of the in-plane strai

In this paper, we report on high-resolution x-ray recipr
cal space mapping and x-ray reflectivity measurements
self-assembled Ge quantum-dot multilayer structures,
analyze the coherent and diffuse scattering. Information
the strain distribution and on vertical and lateral ordering
obtained from a comparison of the experimental data w
calculations based on statistical kinematical diffracti
theory.23,24

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II w
outline the growth of the SiGe/Si dot multilayers. A sho
overview of the experimental results is presented in Sec.
In Sec. IV, we formulate the theoretical description of x-r
scattering from the dot arrays using kinematical diffracti
theory. In Sec. V, the in-plane strain fields are determin
from a comparison between the experimental recipro
space maps of diffuse scattering and the calculated ones
determined the average distance between neighboring
and the degree of vertical correlation of the Ge dots in
multilayers was estimated.

II. EXPERIMENT

Multilayer samples were grown on~001!-oriented Si sub-
strates using solid source molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE! in
a Riber Siva-32 MBE at the Walter Schottky Institut. Th
optimum growth conditions for achieving a narrow size a
height distribution of the Ge dots in the multilayers we
determined previously13,25 by a systematic variation of th
growth temperature, the growth rate, and the thickness of
deposited Ge layers. For the structural analysis, atomic fo
microscopy and transmission electron microscopy w
used.25 Based on the previous results, a growth tempera
of 670 °C and a Ge-growth rate of 0.075 Å/s were chos
for the samples investigated in this paper. The samples
tainN519 periods of nominally 5.5-ML Ge separated by
spacers with thicknesses in the range of 10–40 nm. B
structural parameters of the samples are summarized in T
I. From the cross-section TEM data,25 it follows that the dot
diameter as well as the dot height increase somewhat tow
the free surface. Typical mean values are 160 nm for the
diameter and 7 nm for the dot height. The Ge concentra
in the dots was estimated from photoluminescence
Raman-scattering experiments,26 and a value of 70% is use
in the simulations.
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X-ray-diffraction measurements were performed with
diffractometer equipped with a four-crystal Ge monoch
mator using a conventional x-ray tube and the CuKa1 line.
For the reciprocal space maps a two-crystal Ge~220! analyzer
was used, with an angular resolution of 12 arcsec. For e
sample, we measured reciprocal space maps in symmet
004 and asymmetrical 113, 224, and 404 diffraction geo
etries ~low angles of incidence!. In addition, we performed
linear scans around 206 as well as specular and nonspe
reflectivity measurements~2q-scans! at the Optics beamline
of the synchrotron source ESRF, Grenoble.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 1, we present a double-crystal 004 rocking cur
~points! of sample C as well as a simulation using dynami
diffraction theory~line!, which neglects the formation of G
islands, but takes only the Ge wetting layer into account. T
rocking curve reflects the laterally averaged superlat
structure of the sample. On the curve, superlattice satel
up to the eighth order are visible, which serve as a qualita
measure of the overall structural quality of the se
assembled quantum-dot sample. From the fitted curve a
riod of 29.4 nm and an average Ge-content of 2.04%
obtained, depending both on the structural and geometr
parameters of the wetting layer and the Ge dots and t
coverage. Since the thickness of the wetting layer decre
toward the free surface, the measured superlattice sate
are broader than in the simulated curve.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the measured 004, 224, and
reciprocal space maps of two samples~C and D; see Table I!

FIG. 1. Measured~004! double-crystal rocking curve of sampl
C ~points!, and its dynamical simulation~line!.
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FIG. 2. Measured~left-hand side! and simulated~right-hand
side! reciprocal space maps around the 004~a!, 224~b!, and 404~c!
reciprocal-lattice points for sample C. Only the diffuse parts of
reciprocal space maps are simulated. In~a!, S denotes the substrat
peak, and SL0 and SL1 are the superlattice satellites of the zero
and first order, respectively. A denotes the analyzer streak.
e

FIG. 3. Analogous to Fig. 2 for sample D.
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along with their numerical simulations. The increase in
tensity between neighboring contours is 101/4 in all the maps.
The measured maps~Figs. 2 and 3, left-hand sides! exhibit
sharp peaks atqx50 denotedS, SL0, and SL61. The hori-
zontal widths of these maxima are determined by the diffr
tometer resolution, and they represent the coherent contr
tion to the scattered intensity. The peak labeledS
corresponds to the diffraction from the substrate, and SLn is
the nth satellite peak of the laterally averaged superlatti
The distance between the satellites equals 2p/D (D is the
superlattice period!, and the spacing between SL0 and the
substrate peak is proportional to the relative difference of
vertical lattice constant of the substrate and the avera
lattice constant of the superlattice. The streak labeledA ~ana-
lyzer streak! is an artifact caused by the tails of the acce
tance curve of the crystal analyzer.

IV. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

Self-assembled quantum dots~SQD’s! give rise to diffuse
x-ray scattering accompanying the coherent diffraction or
flection signal of x rays from the whole sample. The coh
ently scattered wave depends only on the laterally avera
sample structure. Performing this averaging, we replace
dot array by an effective layer, whose thickness equals
mean dot height, and whose scattering factor~proportional to
the x-ray crystal polarizability! is an average of the scatterin
factors of the dot and the crystal matrix~weighted by the
coverage of the dot array!.

The diffuse scattering is caused by the difference in
scattering factors of Ge and Si and the elastic deforma
field in the Si matrix surrounding the dots. In the case
x-ray reflection ~i.e., when the scattering vector is ve
small!, only the first mechanism contributes. If the scatter
vectorKout2K in (K in,out are the wave vectors of the incide
and scattered beams, respectively! is close to a vectorh of
the reciprocal lattice, the scattered intensity is sensitive to
hth Fourier component of the crystal polarizabilityx(r ). In
this case, the diffuse scattering mainly originates in the
formation field both outside and inside the dots.

The information on the dot structure is contained only
the diffuse component of the scattered intensity accompa
ing the coherent intensity. Therefore, we did not include
coherently scattered intensity in the simulations. In the f
lowing two subsections we first formulate a description
the strain fields and the statistical properties of a SQD
semble, and then deal with the simulation of the diffuse x-
scattering.

A. Morphology and strain fields

The starting point is the shape functionV(r ) of a single
quantum dot, which is unity in the dot and zero outside. T
hth Fourier component of the polarizabilityx(r ) of a SQD
sample can be written as

xh~r !5(
j

@V~r2Rj !xhD1„12V~r2Rj !…xhL#,

wherexhD andxhL are the polarizability components of th
dot material and the surrounding matrix, respectively, a
the positions of the dot centers areRj . The polarizability
-
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xhD of the dot structure is a linear function of the chemic
compositionx of the Si12xGex dot lattice. Here we neglec
the thin two-dimensional wetting layers, since they do n
contribute to the diffuse x-ray scattering.

Because of the lattice mismatch between Si and Ge,
crystal lattices of the dots and their surroundings are
formed. The calculation of the displacement field in a
around a dot is a complicated problem. In a rigorous tre
ment, one has to take into account the difference in the e
tic constants inside and outside the dot, and the elastic
isotropy as well as the elastic relaxation of internal stresse
the free surface. For our purposes, it is suitable to neglect
anisotropy and the difference in the elastic constants, and
express the deformation fieldt(r ;Z) in the surrounding of a
single dot~centered atr50) as a superposition of the defo
mation fieldst0(r2r 8;Z)d3r 8 of elementary point defects27

in the interior pointsr 8:

t~r;Z!5E d3r 8t0~r2r 8;Z!V~r 8!. ~1!

The deformation fieldt„r;Z… depends not only on the rela
tive positionr of the observation point with respect to the d
center, but also on the depthZ of the dot center below the
free surface~due to the elastic relaxation at the surface!. The
deformation field of an isotropic elementary point defect
an isotropic semi-infinite elastic continuum has been cal
lated previously.27,28 For our calculations, we will use the
functionw(r;Z)5h•t(r ;Z) and its Fourier transform

wFT~q;Z!5E d3rw~r ;Z!eiq–r.

In the following, the superscript FT will denote the Fo
rier transform.

Using the results in Ref. 28 after some manipulation
obtain

wFT~q;Z!5 iPFh–qq2 2F~q!exp~2qiZ2 iqzZ!GVFT~q!.

~2!

qz is the vertical component andqi5Aqx21qy
2 the in-plane

component of the reciprocal space vectorq. The real-space
coordinatesx and y are parallel to the sample surface, a
they are parallel and perpendicular to the scattering pla
respectively.VFT(q) is the Fourier transform of the do
shape function, and the functionF(q) expresses the elasti
relaxation at the free surface,28

F~q!5
1

2S 1

qi1 iqz
2
324n

qi2 iqz
D S hi•qi

qi
1 ihzD

1
qi

~qi2 iq !S hi•qi

qi
2 ihzD ,

wheren50.22 is the Poisson number.
P is the elastic ’’strength’’ of a dot, which expresses t

difference of the lattice constants of the Si12xGex dot lattice
and the surrounding Si matrix. If we denote the lattice m
match of Ge and Si asd5(aGe2aSi)/aSi , andx is the Ge
content in the dots,P can be expressed as24
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P5xd
11n

12n
. ~3!

As we show in Sec. V, the elastic strengthP following from
Eq. ~3! is unrealistically large, and a probable reason for t
discrepancy will be discussed.

In deriving Eq.~2!, we assumed that the contribution
the elastic relaxation, which depends on the depth below
surface, is equivalent for all points inside the dot. This
valid if the dot height is much smaller than the depthZ, and,
therefore, it is not fulfilled for the dots lying in the topmo
layers.

Numerical calculation27,29 of the deformation field in the
dots confirmed that it is reasonable to assume a hom
neous deformation of the dot volume, i.e., the elements
the strain tensor«̂ are constant. Nonhomogeneities of t
strain occur only in a small region close to the dot surface
our calculations, we defined the elements of the strain ten
«̂ with respect to the unstrained Si matrix, thus«xx50 cor-
responds to a fully pseudomorphic structure.

In our samples, the dots are situated on Ge wetting lay
in the depthsZn5nD below the sample surface, whereD is
the superlattice period andn50, . . . ,N21. The lateral po-
sitions of the dots are described by the correlation functi

w~R,R8!5^c~R…c~R8!&.

c(R) equals unity if the pointR5(X,Z) is occupied by a dot
center, and zero otherwise. The averagec5^c(R)& is the
normalized dot density. We assume that the dot distribu
is statistically homogeneous~i.e., the statistical properties
are invariant under arbitrary translations parallel to the s
face!, so that the correlation function is

w~X,Zn ;X8,Zm!5w~X2X8;Zn ,Zm![wnm~X2X8!.

The Fourier transform of the correlation function is

wFT~q!5E d3r w~r !eiq–r

5const(
n51

N

(
m51

N

exp@ iqz~Zn2Zm!#

3E d2Xwnm~X!eiqi•X.

The correlation function of the dot distribution in a dep
Zn and a particular direction can be obtained using the the
of stationary random processes.30 If we denoteS( l ) as the
probability of finding a neighboring dot in the distancel , we
obtain

wnn
FT~q!5E

2`

`

dxwnn~x!eiqx5cF112 ReS SFT~q!

12SFT~q! D G ,
qÞ0.

From this expression, it follows thatwnn
FT(q) has a maximum

whenSFT(q) is close to unity. Forq50 this function exhib-
its a d-like peak. For a nearly periodical distribution of th
dots with an average dot spacingL, the characteristic func
tion SFT(q) @i.e., the Fourier transform ofS( l )# would be
s

e

e-
f

n
or

rs

n

r-

ry

approximately exp(iqL) and the maxima ofwnn
FT(q) would

have the coordinatesqp52pp/L, wherep is an integer. The
width of these maxima depends on the statistical dispers
s l of S( l ).

The dot distribution in two orthogonal directions is a
sumed statistically independent, thus

wnn~X2X8!5wnn~X2X8!wnn~Y2Y8!.

We assume that the distributions of the dots in differe
depths is statistically equivalent, thereforewnn becomes in-
dependent ofn, and we denotewnn aswi . In a real structure,
this assumption is not completely fulfilled, since the in-pla
correlation of the dot positions in a multilayer was found
increase toward the free surface.8 Therefore, this theoretica
description yields only effective~averaged! parameters of the
lateral dot correlation.

It is well established9 that the positions of the dots in
different depths are correlated. The degree of correlation
pends, e.g., on the thickness of the spacer layers betwee
dot layers. We denote the vertical correlation length
jcorr. Then the correlation functionwnm can be postulated in
the form

wnm~X2X8!5wi~X2X8!expS 2
uZn2Zmu

jcorr
D

1c2F12expS 2
uZn2Zmu

jcorr
D G . ~4!

If jcorr→`, the dots are fully correlated vertically an
wnm5wi ; for jcorr50 we obtain wnm5widnm1c2(1
2dnm). The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4!
does not depend on the lateral coordinates and, therefo
will only contribute to the centrald-like peak inwnm

FT(qi).

B. Diffuse x-ray scattering

Due to the small volume of a dot, the diffusely scatter
intensity is weak and, therefore, can be described by me
of kinematical diffraction theory. In the case of x-ray refle
tion, however, this approach cannot be used since it negl
x-ray refraction. In this case, a semikinematical theory
applicable~the distorted-wave Born approximation31!. Both
theoretical approaches result in very similar formulas yie
ing the distribution of the scattered intensityI (q… in recipro-
cal space. The vectorq is defined asq5Kout2K in2h.

The expression forI (q… in the case of diffraction can als
be used for x-ray reflection, if the following three amen
ments are made:~1! h is set to zero.~2! q is replaced by the
corresponding vectorinside the crystal matrix, which ac-
counts for the refraction at the crystal surface.~3! The scat-
tered intensity is multiplied by the factoruT1T2u2, where
T1,2 are the Fresnel transmittivities of the crystal surface c
responding to the primary and scattered beam
respectively.31

The distribution of diffusely scattered intensityI (q) is
calculated by means of the statistical scattering theory
Dederichs23 and Krivoglaz,24 which yields the following ex-
pression for a crystal with statistically distributed defects
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I ~q!5C(
R

(
R8

w~R,R8!F~q;Z!F* ~q;Z8!eiq•~R2R8!

;C(
n51

N

(
m51

N

wnm
FT ~qi!F~q;Zn!F* ~q;Zm!eiqz~Zn2Zm!,

~5!

where the constantC contains the static Debye-Waller fac
tor, among other parameters. The functionF is

F~q;Z!5E d3r @xhL~e
ih•t~r ;Z!21!

1V~r !~xhD2xhL!e
ih•t~r ;Z!#eiq•r.

This formula can be simplified if we assume that the d
formation field is weak outside the dots. Then, the first te
in the square brackets can be replaced byixhLh•t(r ;Z). Ob-
viously, this approximation is valid for largerur u, and there-
fore for smalleruqu and for smaller dot strengths. After som
rearrangement, for smalluqu we obtain

F~q;Z!'xhDVFT~q1h«̂ !2xhLV
FT~q1h«̂ !

1 ixhLw
FT~q;Z!. ~6!

The diffusely scattered intensity is therefore a coher
superposition of three terms. The first term on the right-ha
side of Eq.~6! expresses the wave scattered by the dot v
ume. Because of the deformation of the dot lattice, its ma
mum is shifted by2h«̂, and the shape of the intensity di
tribution is affected by the dot shape~due to the Fourier
transform of the dot shape functionV). The second term in
Eq. ~6! arises from the diffuse scattering from the corr
sponding holes in the deformed crystal matrix due to
Babinet principle, which is well known from classical optic
The maximum of this contribution again is centered at
pointqmax52h«̂, and its phase is opposite to that of the fi
term. The third term in Eq.~6! describes the diffuse scatte
ing from the deformation field around the dot. In the liter
ture, the first two terms are called defect-core scattering
the third one corresponds to the Huang scattering.23,32 It is
worthwhile to note that, in the case of x-ray reflection, t
expression ofF(q;Z) substantially simplifies:

F~q;Z!5~x0D2x0L!VFT~q!.

Inserting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~6!, we find that the function
F can be written as

F~q;Z!5F1~q!1F2~q!exp@2~qi1 iqz!Z#, ~7!

where

F1~q!5~xhD2xhL!V
FT~q1h«̂ !2xhLV

FT~q!P
h•q

q2

and

F2~q!5xhLV
FT~q!PF~q!.

The termF2 expresses the surface relaxation of the deform
tion field of the dot and, in most cases, it represents on
-

t
d
l-
i-

-
e

e
t

-
d

-
a

small correction toF1, since we assume that the dot height
much smaller than the depthsZn . From Eq.~7! it follows
that the contribution of the surface stress relaxation is
stricted to a region in reciprocal space with smallqi , i.e.,
very close to theqz axis. Its value will be discussed later. I
addition, the relaxation term decreases with increasing la
thickness, and it will be shown that this term can complet
be neglected for SQD arrays with thicker spacer layers.

Now, we insert Eq.~7! and the correlation function of the
dot positions@Eq. ~4!# into Eq. ~5!, and finally we obtain

I ~q!5constwi
FT~qi!@ uF1u2H~ iqz ,2 iqz ;jcorr!

1uF2u2H~2qi ,2qi ;jcorr!

12 Re„F1F2*H~ iqz ,2qi ;jcorr!…#, ~8!

whereH is defined as

H~a,b;jcorr!5 (
n51

N

(
m51

N

exp~aZn1bZm!expS 2
uZn2Zmu

jcorr
D .

The final formula Eq.~8! has a simple physical meaning.
the dots are fully correlated vertically (jcorr→`), and if we
neglect the surface stress relaxation (F250), theqz depen-
dence of the scattered intensity is mainly determined by
structure factor of the superlatticeH( iqz ,2 iqz ;`). Thus, in
the reciprocal space map, the diffusely scattered intensit
concentrated in ‘‘stripes’’ parallel toqx axis at the same
positionsqz5(2pn)/D as the coherent superlattice satell
maxima, wheren is an integer. In the opposite limiting cas
i.e., if the dots are completely uncorrelated vertically, th
H( iqz ,2 iqz ;0)5N holds. In this case, theqz dependence
of the scattered intensity is determined byuF1u2, i.e., it is
rather broad and it exhibits no stripelike structure.

This behavior of the diffuse scattering is complete
equivalent to the diffuse scattering from multilayers wi
correlated interface roughness. It has been fou
previously33 for the case of x-ray reflection that the width o
the diffuse intensity stripes depends on the vertical corre
tion length of the interface roughness.

The distribution of the scattered intensity in theqx direc-
tion is determined by the lateral arrangement of the dots a
for x-ray diffraction, by the deformation fields inside an
outside the dots. The former factor gives rise to lateral int
sity satellites at the positionsqx52pp/L (L5^ l & is the
mean dot distance, andp is an integer!, where the function
wi
FT(qi) has a local maximum. The spacing of these satell

is 2p/L, and their width is proportional to the dispersion
the distance distributionS( l ). The shape of these lateral sa
ellites does not depend on the vertical dot correlation.

Since the volume of the deformed region around the do
much larger than the dot itself, the contribution of the def
mation field around the dots to the diffusely scattered int
sity @the third term in Eq.~6!# is mainly concentrated in the
close vicinity of SL0. Consequently, the intensity distribu
tion far from SL0 is influenced mainly by the core scatterin
i.e., by the strain status of the dot lattice. Therefore, it
possible to determine the strain«̂ in the dots from the inten-
sity distribution in this region.
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As was stated above, diffuse x-ray reflectivity (h50) is
completely insensitive to the deformation fields in the str
ture. Therefore, it is suitable for a determination of the c
relation properties of the dot distribution, especially the d
gree of vertical correlation, as we show later.

We used a conventional laboratory x-ray source for
reciprocal space maps and a diffractometer with a very p
resolution in theqy direction, i.e., perpendicular to the sca
tering plane. In order to simulate the measured signalJ, we
have to integrate the intensity obtained by Eq.~8! with re-
spect toqy ,

J~qx ,qz!5constE
2Kc

Kc

dqyI ~q!,

where 2c is the angular acceptance of the detector perp
dicular to the scattering plane. We proved numerically t
this integration has nearly no effect on the simulated int
sity distributions, and, hence, the simulated signalJ can be
replaced byI (qx ,qy50,qz).

V. DISCUSSION

Information on the Ge islands is contained in the diffu
peaks accompanying the coherent satellites. In the maps
quired in the symmetrical 004 diffraction@Figs. 2~a! and
3~a!#, the diffuse peaks are symmetrical with respect to
qz axis, whereas in the asymmetrical maps@Figs. 2~b!, 2~c!,
3~b!, and 3~c!# they exhibit a distinct asymmetry. Close
SL0 ~i.e., for smalluqu), the diffuse scattering is determine
mainly by the deformation field and the scattering factor
the lattice far from the dot@the third term in Eq.~6!#. The
maximum of the diffuse intensity around SL0 is shifted in
the positiveqx direction, i.e., in the direction of largerhx ,
which corresponds to thecompressivedeformation of the Si
crystal lattice between the dots. The diffuse peaks aro
SL1 are shifted in the negativeqx direction, i.e., to smaller
hx . Therefore, this portion of diffuse scattering stems fro
expandedregions of the lattice, i.e., from the dot volume
and it is given mainly by the first two terms in Eq.~6!.

From the experiments we determined~1! the average in-
plane strain«xx in the dots,~2! the mean lateral distance o
the dots and its statistical dispersion, and~3! the vertical
correlation of the dots. Below, we discuss the determina
of these parameters and the results.

A. In-plane strain in the dot volumes

As stated above, the in-plane strain«xx affects the lateral
position of the diffuse maxima close to the nonzero or
coherent satellites. We calculated the projections of the m
sured diffuse satellites close to SL1 around various
reciprocal-lattice points on theqx axis ~see Fig. 4 for sample
C and Fig. 5 for D!. We determined the positions of th
maximaqxmax. Since, in this region of the reciprocal plan
the role of the third term in Eq.~6! ~the contribution of the
deformation field around the dots! is not completely negli-
gible, there is no simple correspondence ofqxmax with «xx .
In order to estimate the influence of the deformation fi
outside the dots~and, particularly of the elastic strengthP)
on qxmax, we calculated the dependence ofqxmax on «xx for
different values ofP. For this calculation, we used Eq.~8!,
-
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and found that the calculated positionqxmax is nearly inde-
pendent on the dot size, but it depends substantially onD.
An example of the results of these calculation is plotted
Fig. 6 ~sample C, around 224!. From this plot, we deter-
mined possible pairs of values«xx andP that correspond to
the measured value ofqxmax. We performed this procedur
for all nonsymmetrical reciprocal-lattice points~113, 224,
and 404! for both samples C and D, and we obtained a trip
of lines in a«xx vsP plot ~Fig. 7!. Since«xx andP must not
depend on the diffraction vector, the common intersect
point of these lines corresponds to the true values of«xx and
P in a sample. In the case of the samples with thinner spa
layers ~samples B and A! the intensity of the SL1 satellite
was too weak for a reliable determination of the satel
maximum. Consequently, it was not possible to determ
the in-plane strain«xx in these samples. Their elastic streng
P was roughly estimated by comparing the measured
simulated 004 reciprocal space maps~see below! and we
foundP'531024 for both samples B and A with an unce
tainty of about 100%.

FIG. 4. Projections of the diffuse peaks around SL1 on theqx
axis determined from the measured reciprocal space maps@Figs.
2~a!–2~c!#, around 004, 113, 224, and 404 for sample C. The po
tions of the maxima indicated by solid arrows (qxmax) are propor-
tional to the in-plane strain«xx in the dot volume. The dashe
arrows show the lateral satellites~less distinct than around SL0)
due to the in-plane ordering of the dot positions.

FIG. 5. Analogous to Fig. 4 for sample D.
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In the case of sample C, we foun
«xx5(1.460.1)31023 and P5(1.560.5)31023 ~see also
Fig. 7 and Table I!, and «xx5(0.960.2)31023 and
P5(0.560.5)31023 for sample D. The accuracy of«xx and
P was higher for sample C~thinner spacer layers! since, in
this case, the distance of the diffuse satellite close to S1
from SL0 is larger, and the influence of the third term in E
~6! on qmax is smaller.

The values ofP were found to be much smaller tha
those according to Eq.~3! ~this formula yields a value ofP
approximately ten times larger!. The reason for this discrep
ancy is not completely clear yet; most likely, Eq.~1! is only
a rough approximation, so that we determined only an eff
tive value ofP. A more exact solution for the deformatio
field t(r ;Z) around the dot can only be obtained by means
a numerical approach to the anisotropic elasticity probl
~using finite element methods, among others!.

We also investigated the lateral positions of the maxi
of the nonzero diffuse satellites~orders from24 to 12) of
sample D around 206 reciprocal-lattice point using synch

FIG. 6. The lateral positionqxmax of the diffuse peak around
SL1 as a function of the in-plane strain«xx calculated for various
elastic strengthsP for sample C around the reciprocal-lattice poi
224. The horizontal full line indicates the measured value
qxmax.

FIG. 7. The calculated pairs@P,«xx# corresponding to the mea
sured value ofqxmax for sample C, and the asymmetrical lattic
points 113, 224, and 404. The actual values ofP and «xx corre-
spond to the common intersection point of the full lines.
c-

f

a

-

tron radiation. We found that these positions do not dep
on the satellite order, and they yield~within the error limits!
the same value of«xx .

The vertical component«zz of the strain tensor cannot b
determined from the reciprocal space maps, since the ver
distribution of the intensity in the diffuse satellite maxima
determined mainly by the superlattice structure fac
H(a,b;jcorr). The maxima of this factor~i.e., the superlattice
satellites SLn) depend on the superlattice periodD and on
the mean vertical lattice parameter of the superlattice, wh
nearly equalsaSi .

To check the order of magnitude of the strains, we cal
lated the strains«xx and«zz in the center of a dot analytically
as functions of the depthZ below the surface~see Fig. 8!.
We used the concept of the elementary point defect,27,29and
assumed a cylindrical shape of the dot and identical isotro
elastic constants in the dot volume and in the surround
crystal matrix. The strains are proportional toxd, and we
found that already for values ofZ larger than approximately
1000 Å they no longer depend onZ. For typical dot sizes
~radiusR5750 Å, dot heighth570 Å, and the Ge conten
x50.7) the strain calculation showed that the dot struct
is nearly pseudomorphic («xx51.131023 and «zz54.4
31022). This value coincides quite well with the values
«xx following from the analysis of the reciprocal space ma
which are averaged over all 19 periods of the dot multilay
From the calculations shown in Fig. 8, it is clear that
regions close to the surface the relaxation is much larger t
for lower dots. In all samples the multilayer stack is capp
with a Ge-dot layer, which results in a corrugated surfa
The latter increases the degree of relaxation of dots in
topmost layers, since the calculated data in Fig. 8 hold o
for a flat surface.

B. Lateral distribution of the dots

Information on the lateral order of the dots is contained
the Fourier transformwi

FT(qi) of the in-plane correlation
function of the dot positions. This function gives rise

f

FIG. 8. The calculated dependence of the strains«xx and«zz in
the center of a cylindrical GeSi dot on the depth of the dot cen
below the free surface for a dot radius ofR5750 Å, a dot height of
h570 Å, and a Ge concentrationx50.7. Isotropic elastic constant
identical for the dot lattice and the surrounding Si matrix we
assumed.
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maxima ~lateral satellites! in the diffuse intensity arrange
periodically in theqx direction. This type of maxima can b
found in the diffuse peaks close to SL0 and~hardly resolved!
close to SL1. In Figs. 9~sample C! and 10~sample D!, we
plotted the projections of these diffuse peaks on theqx axis
in all measured diffractions. Only one lateral maximum c
be seen; the other are suppressed due to the large dispe
s l of the dot distances. In the case of symmetrical diffra
tion, no lateral maximum occurs, most probably due to
smaller projected coherence length of the incident x-
beam as compared to asymmetric diffraction geometr
Similar maxima can also be resolved in theqx projections of
the SL1 satellites~Figs. 4 and 7!; in this case, however, th
scattered intensity is much weaker, and the maxima are
distinct than at SL0. In the figures it can be seen that th
positions of the lateral satellites are identical around
reciprocal-lattice points 113 and 224, and larger by a fac
of approximatelyA2 around 404. For the 113 and 224 reci
rocal space maps, the scattering plane was$110%, while it
was $100% for 404. Therefore, the difference in the satell
separations indicates that the dots are ordered in a sq

FIG. 9. Projections of the diffuse SL0 peaks on theqx axis
calculated from the measured reciprocal space maps~Figs. 2 and 3!,
around the reciprocal-lattice points 004, 113, 224, and 404
sample C. The positions of the lateral satellites~inversely propor-
tional to the mean distanceL of the dots! are indicated by vertica
arrows.

FIG. 10. Analogous to Fig. 9, for sample D.
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array, the axes of which are parallel to^100&. AFM obser-
vations of self-assembled Ge dots grown at low
temperatures9 revealed the same behavior. From the satel
positions we found the mean distance of the d
L5(60006800) Å in sample C andL5(50006500) Å in
sample D, which agree within the limits of experimental a
curacy with atomic force microscopy data. In measured m
of the thinner samples~A and B! no distinct lateral maxima
in the SL0 diffuse maxima were resolved, and, therefore, t
lateral separation of the dotsL could not be determined.

From the width of the satellites, the root-mean-square d
persions l of the dot distances can be estimated. We fou
L/s l5361 in both samples, thus, roughly speaking, the d
positions are correlated up to the third-nearest neighbor;
only a short-range ordering of the dots exists.

Since we assumed that the samples are statistically ho
geneous,L ands l represent only effective values. They n
glect the increase of the lateral ordering of the dot positio
toward the free sample surface, which has been found
atomic force microscopy measurements.8,9 On the other
hand, x-ray diffraction is sensitive to the lateral ordering
the dots averaged over the entire multilayer stack. There
it yields a statistically reliable mean value of the dot d
tance. Furthermore it has the advantage that the struc
properties of dots buried under a cap layer can be inve
gated as well.

C. Vertical correlation

Vertical ordering of the dots influences the widths of t
diffuse maxima in theqz direction. These widths can be see
in Fig. 11, where we plotted the linearqz scans measured
around 206~sample D! for various values ofqx using syn-
chrotron radiation (l51.05 Å!. In these measurements, w
used a narrow slit in front of the detector instead of an a
lyzing crystal, which is the reason for the worse resolutio
However, from the figure it is obvious that the widths of th
diffuse satellite maxima do not depend on the satellite ord
and they are the same as the widths of the coherent max
~measured forqx50). The coherent widths equal approx
mately 2p/(ND); in our measurement, however, they a

r

FIG. 11. Measured coherent (qx50) and incoherent (qxÞ0)
qz scans around the asymmetrical reciprocal lattice point 206
sample C.S labels the substrate peak, and the numbers denote
orders of the superlattice satellites.
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larger due to the inferior resolution. From the measurem
we can estimate the vertical correlation leng
jcorr/(ND).0.5, and so we can conclude that more th
50% of the dots are vertically correlated.

For the investigation of the vertical correlation of the d
positions, a nonspecular x-ray reflectivity measurement~at
h50) is advantageous. It is not sensitive to the strain fie
and therefore an analysis of the experimental data is ea
We measured the nonspecular x-ray reflectivity using
called 2q scans, i.e., we varied the exit angleqout of the
scattered beam with the sample surface by rotating the
tector arm at a constant incidence angleq in of the primary
beam. The measured and simulated 2q scans of samples B
and A are shown in Fig. 12, and the simulations were p
formed using Eq.~8! andh50. It is obvious that the diffuse
peaks are broader in the scan of sample A than in tha
sample B. From the fit of the theoretical curves to the exp
mental data, we determined the vertical correlation leng
jcorr5(10006200) Å in sample B andjcorr5(5006200) Å
in sample A. Both in x-ray diffraction and x-ray reflection,
shorter vertical correlation length results in a broader S0

diffuse maximum in theqz direction. This is also obvious
from Fig. 13, where we plot the measured and simula
reciprocal space maps of sample B in the symmetrical
fraction 004.

The measured data indicate a clear tendency of an
crease ofjcorr with increasing thickness of the Si spacer la
ers. The value ofjcorr reflects not only the positional corre
lation of the dots, it is also affected by a vertic
inhomogeneity of the dot sizes. If, for instance, the positio
of the dot centers were fully correlated vertical
(jcorr→`), but the sizes of the dots increased toward
free surface, we would determine a smaller, finite value
jcorr from the measured diffuse maxima. The cross-sectio
TEM data26 revealed a good vertical correlation of the d
positions in all the samples, and a distinct gradient of the
sizes in the samples with thinner Si spacer layers~samples A
and B!. Consequently, as for the latter, the value ofjcorr is
rather affected by the size gradient.

FIG. 12. Measured~points! and simulated~lines! x-ray reflec-
tivity 2q scans (h50) of samples B and A.S denotes the specula
peak, where the angle of incidence is equal to the exit an
(q in5qout).
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D. Simulations of the reciprocal space maps

Finally, we simulated the measured reciprocal space m
using values of the superlattice periodD, the in-plane strain
«xx , the mean lateral distance of the dotsL, its root-mean-
square dispersions l , and the correlation lengthjcorr of the
dot positions as determined above.~The values are summa
rized in Table I.! The reciprocal space maps were not su
ciently sensitive to the other parameters of the SQD arr
namely, the dot diameterR, the dot heighth, and the chemi-
cal compositionx. Therefore, these parameters could not
determined from the measurements, and we took the foll
ing mean values for all samplesR5800 Å, h570 Å, and
x50.7. The symmetrical 004 maps have been calculated
sumings l5L; therefore, no lateral maxima in the diffus
peak around SL0 occurred. As stated above, it was not po
sible to determine the values ofL and«xx for the samples B
and A. Therefore, we restricted ourselves only to the cal
lation of symmetrical 004 maps of the thinner samples B a
A, which were not sentitive to these parameters.

For the simulations we used Eq.~8! and we assumed tha
the dot spacings are distributed according to a gamma di
bution. The order of the gamma distribution is a function
s l ; e.g., for the simulation of the symmetrical 004 maps
was taken to be 1. The measured and simulated maps
compared in Figs. 2, 3, and 13. The simulated maps ag
qualitatively with the measurements; however, the deta
shape of the diffuse maximum around SL0 is not fully repro-
duced. Since this maximum is mainly affected by the th
term in Eq.~6!, it depends on the deformation field aroun
the dots. This field was estimated using Eqs.~1! and ~2!. A
better correspondence could be achieved, if the actual de
mation field obtained from exact numerical calculatio
could be used. Unfortunately, since the simulations requi
three-dimensional elastic deformation field at rather la
distances from the dot center in a dense grid of points,
task would need considerable computational resources.

In calculating the diffuse scattering intensity arou
SL0, we made two simplifications, which might be the reas
for the differences: In deriving Eq.~6!, we replaced the term
exp@ih•t(r ;Z)#21 by ih•t(r ;Z), and we assumed that th
relaxation term in Eq.~2! does not depend on the dot shap

le

FIG. 13. Measured~left! and calculated~right! reciprocal space
map of sample B around 004. The higher-order diffuse satellites
not visible in the measured map. The width of the diffuse maxim
in theqz direction is broadened due to the reduced vertical corre
tion length in the dot multilayer.
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In order to estimate the effect of the first simplificatio
we calculated the reciprocal space map taking the exact t
exp(ih•t)21 into account, but neglecting the surface rela
ation. We found that for elastic strengthsP below 1022, the
error introduced by the simplification is negligibly small. Fo
a stronger deformation field, however, this simplificatio
gives rise to a large difference in the calculated intensity

As follows from Eq.~2!, the surface relaxation of interna
stresses affects reciprocal space maps in a region no
from theqz axis. In Fig. 14 we compare the reciprocal spa
maps of samples D (D5400 Å! and B (D5200 Å! calcu-
lated with and without the surface relaxation. In the case
thicker layers, the relaxation changes the shape of the is
tensity contours only in points with very smallqx , where the

FIG. 14. Reciprocal space maps of samples B@~a! and~b!# and
D @~c! and~d!# around 004 calculated without@~a! and~c!# and with
@~b! and~d!# a surface relaxation of internal stresses. In the case
the thicker spacer sample D, the surface relaxation affects only
closest neighborhood of theqz axis.
n,
erm
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r
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oin-

diffuse intensity is very small compared with the coheren
diffracted intensity. Therefore, we completely neglected t
surface relaxation in the calculation of the reciprocal spa
maps of the samples D and C~Figs. 2 and 3, right-hand
sides!. If the layers are sufficiently thin, the surface relax
ation affects a much wider region of the reciprocal plane a
therefore, the surface relaxation cannot be neglected.
calculated reciprocal space map of sample B~Fig. 13! in-
cludes the surface relaxation. Therefore, the discrepancy
tween the measured and simulated maps could be cause
the approximations in the derivation of Eq.~2!.28

VI. CONCLUSION

We investigated the structural properties of self-organiz
Ge islands on silicon using high-resolution x-ray diffractio
and kinematical diffraction theory. From the reciprocal spa
maps measured in symmetrical and asymmetrical diffract
geometries, we determined the in-plane strain in the do
and we estimated the effective strength of the deformat
field around the dots. We found that the dot positions we
partially correlated both in the horizontal and vertical dire
tions. The horizontal ordering of the dots gave rise to late
satellites close to the SL0 superlattice satellite. From thei
positions and widths we estimated the mean dot distance
its statistical dispersion. The vertical ordering of the dot p
sitions affects the width of the diffuse intensity maxima
theqz direction. From the measurements, a distinct tenden
toward increasing vertical order with increasing thickness
the Si spacer layers is observable.
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